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The Geometry Code: New Book Honors 100-year-old Book on Hermetic Laws
CASTLE ROCK, CO-May 29, 2012– Local publisher/author, Bruce Rawles releases his
2nd book about Sacred Geometry, Universal Symbols and Interconnectedness.
About The Book: The Geometry Code
The Geometry Code: Universal Symbolic Mirrors of Natural Laws Within Us; Friendly
Reminders of Inclusion to Forgive the Dreamer of Separation by Bruce Rawles
Foreward by Gary R. Renard, best-selling author of The Disappearance of the Universe
An Inclusive Identity transforms our experience from separate to whole. Our inner
teacher of kindness reinterprets every day events in ways that lead us to freedom.
Observing our minds with this guidance, we apply universal laws to our individual lives,
using geometric metaphors as memory aids, releasing the identification with
unconscious victim scripts that sabotage our happiness. This book integrates practical
insights from modern physics, ancient Hermetic Laws, non-dual metaphysics,
transpersonal psychology – and humor – as tools for undoing conflicting beliefs we've
dreamed ourselves into. Symbols remind us to forgive the dreamer. A sample chapter,
endorsements, table of contents, author preface, screensaver, and more is at:
http://www.GeometryCode.com/store/books/TheGeometryCode-book/
About The Author: Bruce Rawles
Bruce Rawles has sought the rhyme and reason of life's mysteries, both seen and
unseen, from an early age. His “networker” mother continues to delve into metaphysical
and esoteric realms sharing her love of “inner spaces”, and his pragmatic father, sharing
his love of the outdoors, provided an opportunity to appreciate the natural world. Within
this context, Bruce's life continues to be a quest for the synthesis of “heart” and “head”
approaches, the integration of alternative and mainstream paradigms; and the
reconciliation of the sacred with commonplace. His first book, Sacred Geometry Design
Sourcebook, offers a hands-on approach to finding interconnectedness by exploring
patterns. His second book, The Geometry Code, turns the exploration inward to the
mind. Here dualistic paradoxes are resolved by bringing awareness of natural laws and
universal symbols to our shared interests and the teacher of unconditional kindness we
all have in common. More info on Bruce and his interests is available on his websites:
GeometryCode.com ACIMblog.com WP-WebDesigns.com BruceRawles.com
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